
Deonti Epistemi stit Logi DistinguishingModes of Mens ReaJan BroersenMarh 4, 2010AbstratMost juridial systems ontain the priniple that an at is only unlaw-ful if the agent onduting the at has a `guilty mind' (`mens rea'). Dif-ferent law systems distinguish di�erent modes of mens rea. For instane,Amerian law distinguishes between `knowingly' performing a riminalat, `reklessness', `strit liability', et. I will show we an formalize severalof these ategories. The formalism I use is a omplete stit-logi featuringoperators for stit-ations taking e�et in `next' states, S5-knowledge op-erators and SDL-type obligation operators. The di�erent modes of `mensrea' orrespond to the violation onditions of di�erent types of obligationde�nable in the logi.1 IntrodutionAn important distintion in law is the one between `atus reus', whih translatesto `guilty at', and `mens rea' for `guilty mind'. It is a general priniple of lawthat both these onditions should be met for an at to qualify as riminal, thatis, guilt not only presupposes a forbidden at as suh, also, the performingagent must have ommitted the at knowingly, intentionally, purposely, et.1.The task of showing that both neessary onditions `atus reus' and `mens rea'apply to an alleged riminal at, is in law referred to as `showing onurrene'.There are di�erent levels of mens rea, eah orresponding to di�erent levels ofulpability. And, of ourse, di�erent law systems have di�erent ategories. Theurrent North Amerian system works with the following modes, in dereasingorder of ulpability (as taken from [20℄):
∙ Purposefully - the ator has the "onsious objet" of engaging in on-dut and believes and hopes that the attendant irumstanes exist.
∙ Knowingly - the ator is ertain that his ondut will lead to the result.1The general priniple was already formulated bak in 1797, by the English jurist EdwardCoke: "atus non fait reum nisi mens sit rea", whih is Latin for "an at does not makesomebody guilty unless his/her mind is also guilty"1



∙ Reklessly - the ator is aware that the attendant irumstanes exist,but nevertheless engages in the ondut that a "law-abiding person" wouldhave refrained from.
∙ Negligently - the ator is unaware of the attendant irumstanes andthe onsequenes of his ondut, but a "reasonable person" would havebeen aware.
∙ Strit liability - the ator engaged in ondut and his mental state isirrelevant.The �rst lass, the one of ats ommitted purposefully, is about ats thatare instrumental in reahing an agent's maliious goal. The seond lass is notdiretly about an agent's intentions, aims or goals, but only about the onditionwhether or not an agent knows what it is doing. The third lass is a little lesslear. I think it is defendable to interpret it as the ategory of ats wherean agent knowingly risks an unlawful outome. For the fourth ategory, notknowing the (possible, or neessary - that is not made expliit) outomes isnot an exuse: if the agent did not know, it simply should have known. The�nal ategory onerns the omplete absene of `mens rea'. This is the ategorywhere agents an be ulpable without having a `guilty mind' whatsoever.I laim the levels of ulpability orrespond to (1) levels of exusability and(2) levels of deonti strength2. For the �rst lass, the deonti strength is lowestof all and several exuses apply. In partiular, for this lass an `atus reus' anbe aompanied by the valid exuses: "I did not have bad intentions", "I did notknow what I was doing", and so on. For the seond ategory, deonti strengthis higher, and fewer exuses apply. In partiular, the exuse that there wereno bad intentions is no longer aeptable. What ounts is that the agent knewwhat it was doing, irrespetive of the goal the at was aimed at. For the thirdategory, where the deonti strength is yet higher, it is not even an exuse thatthe agent was not sure about the outome: the agent is liable simply beause ittook a risk that led to an unlawful outome. In the fourth ategory, the exusethat the agent simply did not realize the onsequenes of his at, is no longervalid: for violations of any prohibition in this ategory it is still liable, beauseany `reasonable' agent would have foreseen the onsequenes. And �nally, forthe strit liability ategory, deonti strength is highest of all, and no exusesreferring to the mental state of an agent apply at all3.In philosophy, the idea that exuses play an important role in distinguishingdi�erent modes of ating was put forward by Austin [5℄. And many other kindsof exuses than the ones above are thinkable. For instane, among the most2I am not aware of any law or philosophial literature where this triple orrespondene hasbeen observed before, but I do not doubt there is.3An additional observation is that for more serious rimes the distintion between the mensrea modes is more relevant than for less serious rimes. If you walk through a red tra� light,the polie o�er will not take you seriously when you laim you are exused beause you didnot do it knowingly (you are stritly liable). But, if we onsider a ase where your way ofondut resulted in some person's death suh an exuse is ertainly going to be onsidered.2



well-known exuses for violating an obligation are: "I was not able to", "Ido not agree my at ounts-as a violation", "I obeyed a stronger, on�itingobligation" and "I did not know I had to". Of these, in this paper, I will onlyonsider the �rst and the last one. The �rst one, about not being able to omplyto the obligation, is only a valid exuse if the priniple of "ought implies an"applies. The last one, onerning knowledge of the ondition that the at isobliged, refers diretly to the juridial priniple "ignorantia juris non exusat",whih translates to "ignorane of or mistake about the law is no defene". So,here the (absene of) exuse is not so muh about the mode of ating, as inthe modes of mens rea above, but about whether or not the agent knows aboutthe `deonti status' of the at. This maybe a subtle di�erent with the desribedmodes of mens rea and is not made very lear in the juridial literature. But,in our formalizations it will be.We will also look at how we an formally de�ne what ounts as an `atusreus'. Also for this, the juridial literature gives exat de�nitions. In partiular,an atus reus annot be an involuntary at. For instane, a person being throwno� a high building, surviving his fall by rashing into another person, who getskilled as the result of funtioning as a ushion, has not ommitted an atusreus, even though the falling person knew that it atually was rashing into theperson. The urrent Amerian Model Penal Code [20℄ lists what ats ount asinvoluntary ats for whih no agent an be liable.
∙ a re�ex or onvulsion
∙ a bodily movement during unonsiousness or sleep
∙ ondut during hypnosis or resulting from hypnoti suggestion
∙ a bodily movement that otherwise is not a produt of the e�ort or thedetermination of the ator, either onsious or habitualThe goal of this paper is to analyze the onepts of atus reus, and the levelsof mens rea, ulpability, exusability, and deonti strength by formal means. Tothat end, we de�ne a formal stit-logi. The aronym stit stands for `seeing to itthat', referring to the entral modality of the logi that expresses that groups ofagent are responsible for a ertain ation e�et ourring. The main goal of thispaper is not to present the formal logi. However, of ourse, we want the formalbasis to be sound, whih is why we give a formal semantis and a ompletenessresult.We will formalize (1) the di�erent modes of mens rea with the exeption ofthe �rst ategory onerning purposeful ats, (2) di�erent modes of atus reus,that is, voluntary ats (3) the ondition of "ignorantia juris non exusat". Themens rea lass of purposeful ats is not onsidered beause I do not onsider goalsand intentions; I leave this for future researh. Almost all the other ategoriesonern onditions referring to an agent's knowledge about his ations. Andknowledge operators will be a entral onern of this paper. More spei�ally, wewill ome up with many di�erent notions of obligation (as is ommon in deonti3



logi, we will treat obligations and prohibitions on a par, and see prohibitionsas obligations to at oppositely), many of whih an be assoiated with one ofthe lasses of mens rea. The formal framework is also very well suited to re�neand disambiguate the lasses from the juridial literature.The plan of this paper is as follows. First, in setion 2 we de�ne a stit-logithat forms the ation logi fundament of our investigations. Then, in setion3, we show how to add an epistemi dimension to the base logi, to enablemodeling of the notion of `knowingly doing' that will be entral in formalizingthe modes of mens rea. Then, in setion 4, we will �rst onentrate on howto represent an `atus reus', without a deonti onnotation. Finally, in setion5, the deonti operators are introdued. In this setion we de�ne the di�erenttypes of obligation that orrespond to di�erent modes of mens rea. The �nalsetion ontains a onlusion and disusses related work, future researh, andsome strong opinions on the impliations of this work.2 A stit-logi a�eting `next' states: XSTITIn this setion we de�ne a omplete stit-logi where ations take e�et in `next'states: XSTIT. For those unfamiliar with the stit-framework: the haraters`stit' are an aronym for `seeing to it that'. stit-logis [8, 9℄ originate in phi-losophy, and an be desribed as endogenous logis of ageny, that is, logis ofagentive ation where ations are not made expliit in the objet language. Tobe more preise, expressions [A stit : '] of stit-logi stand for `agents A see to itthat '', where ' is a (possibly) temporal formula. However, where philosopherswrite `[A stit : ']', we prefer to write `[A stit]'' to denote the same notion, tobe more in line with standard modal notation. The main virtue of stit-logis isthat, unlike most (if not all) other logial formalisms, they an express that ahoie or ation is atually performed / taken / exeuted by an agent.The logi XSTIT was �rst investigated in [13℄ and used as the basis for deontioperators in the workshop version of the present artile [12℄. Here we hangethe logi on several points. In one respet, we make it weaker by no longerde�ning the next operator as an abbreviation of the ageny operator. But, intwo respets we make it stronger: by adding an new notion of maximality, andby equating settledness in the next state with Ags-e�etivity.4In [15℄ we used the almost idential name `X-STIT' for a quite di�erentstit-logi. Still, the di�erene between that logi and the present one is wellsymbolized by the separation of the 'X' and the aronym `STIT'. This refers tothe fat that that paper's lassial instantaneous stit logi is extended with anext operator, while in the present stit-variant e�etivity of stit-operators itselfrefers to next states. In [15℄, ation and time are not `oupled': next states are4There is an issue with naming logis here. A logi is the subset of valid formulas of alanguage. So, stritly speaking, by weakening and strengthening earlier de�nitions, we getanother logi, and thus we should use another name. However, the earlier de�nition was notthe intended one, and an, in that sense, be said to be mistaken. The present logi is theintended XSTIT. 4



not neessarily the ones brought about by agents in the system5. This leadsto many di�erenes with the stit-logi(s) in [15℄. In partiular, the presentlogi drops the axioms in [15℄ that are due to the instantaneous harater ofthat paper's stit-operators, adds axioms that are spei� for ensuring e�etsour in next states, ouples ations and time, and is omplete. Also we usea two dimensional semantis, loser to the stit-semantis in the philosophialliterature.The fat that in our stit-logi we adopt the ontologial ommitment thatations only take e�et in `next' states, where `next' refers to immediate su-essors of the present state, distinguishes the logi from any stit-logi in the(philosophial) literature. This hoie has as a positive side e�et that the logiis axiomatizable (and deidable). The logis of the multi-agent versions of thestandard `instantaneous' stit, are undeidable and not �nitely axiomatizable[6, 22℄. A motivation for only looking at next states omes from omputer si-ene, where this is the standard view in formal models of omputation. But themain motivation is that this hoie �ts naturally with the example senarios wewill disuss. These senarios are all suitably modeled using sets of subsequenthoie points where the e�ets of hoies take e�et in the next hoie point.Atually, I think that it is quite hard to ome up with a senario that reallyrequires we adopt the ontologial ommitment that e�ets are instantaneous6.Note that we do not assume anything about how distant subsequent hoiepoints should be; they an be arbitrarily lose.Besides the usual propositional onnetives, the syntax of XSTIT omprisesthree modal operators. The operator □' expresses `historial neessity', andplays the same role as the well-known path quanti�ers in logis suh as CTLand CTL∗ [21℄. Another way of talking about this operator is to say that itexpresses that ' is `settled'. However, settledness does not neessarily meanthat a property is always true in the future (as often thought). Settledness may,in general, apply to the ondition that ' ours `some' time in the future, or tosome other temporal property. This is re�eted by the fat that settledness isinterpreted as a universal quanti�ation over the branhing dimension of time,and not over the dimension of duration. The operator [A xstit]' stands for`agents A jointly see to it that ' in the next state'. The third modality is thenext operator X'. It has a standard interpretation as the transition to a nextsystem state. Given a ountable set of propositions P and a �nite set Ags ofagent names, formally the language an be desribed as:De�nition 2.1 Given a ountable set of propositions P and p ∈ P , and givena �nite set Ags of agent names, and A ⊆ Ags, the formal language ℒXSTIT is:
' := p ∣ ¬' ∣ ' ∧ ' ∣ □' ∣ [A xstit]' ∣ X'In the two earlier aounts of XSTIT [13, 12℄ we de�ned the next operator5we disuss the issue of this lak of `suess preservation' in the �nal setion of [15℄. In thepresent logi, the oupling of time and ation is guaranteed by the NCUH ondition/axiom.6Maybe we should think in the diretion of `mental e�ets' of hoies.5



through the abbreviation X' ≡def [Ags xstit]'. However, this has undesirableonsequenes7.Our stit-operator onerns, what game-theorists all, `one-shot' ations. Wean also imagine to have a strategi stit-operator (see [17℄) where it is assumedthat groups of agents have multiple subsequent hoie points to ensure a ertainondition (game-theorists all these `extensive games'). Suh a setting onlymakes sense if we inrease expressivity of the temporal sub-language, and gobeyond what an be expressed by the next operator alone. For instane, ensuringa ondition `some time in the future' may in general involve several hoies in arow, and is not neessarily aomplished by a one-shot ation. But, of ourse, itannot be exluded that a one shot ation determines a long term e�et, whihjusti�es why in the one-shot stit-logis in the philosophial literature one studiesthe stronger temporal operators. However, I think it is somewhat surprising thatthe philosophial literature does not also study the next operator.In the desription of the strutures, below, we will use terminology inspiredby similar terminology from Coalition Logi, and all the relations interpretingthe stit-operator `e�etivity' relations. However, our e�etivity relations are notjust the relational equivalent of the e�etivity funtions of CL. Our e�etivityrelations are relative to histories and determine the possible outomes modulothe history. E�etivity funtions in CL are relative to a state, and yield sets ofpossible outomes.Before giving the formal de�nition of the frames, let me point brie�y to thedi�erenes with `lassial' stit-frames, like the ones in the book of Horty [24℄. Inlassial stit, as said, e�ets are instantaneous. To give semantis to that, in theframes the present stati state in partitioned into hoie sets. In the stit logi inthis paper e�ets our in next states, and thus, the hoie partitioning is alsowith respet to next states (as should be lear from the frame visualizations in�g. 1 and �g. 2). In stit-logis, ating, by a group A, is identi�ed with ensuringa ondition holds on all dynami states that may result after exeution of theation (all the worlds the at is e�etive for). In terms of the visualization of�g. 1, the ations, for the single agent whose view on the frame is pitured,appear as ellipses grouping di�erent possible sets of next states. In terms of thevisualization of �g. 2, the ations of Ag1 appear as olumns of the game forms,the ations of Ag2 appear as rows, the ations of the empty set of agents appearas the outer retangles of the game forms, and the ations of Ags appear as thesmall squares inside the game forms.After the de�nition of the frames, we explain the elements they are buildfrom using the two visualizations of XSTIT-frames in �g 1. and �g 2.De�nition 2.2 An XSTIT-frame is a tuple ⟨S,H,R□, {RA ∣ A ⊆ Ags}, RX⟩suh that:
∙ S is a non-empty set of system states. Elements of S are denoted s, s′,7As a onsequene X' → X□' is derivable, whih, with determinism for the X, gives thatthe frames an only be suh that the interpretation of the □ redues to the identity relationin next states. 6



et8.
∙ H is a non-empty set of system histories. System histories are sets ofsystem states with an ordering derived from the next state relation RX(de�ned below). Elements of H are denoted ℎ, ℎ′, et.
∙ Dynami states are tuples ⟨s, ℎ⟩, with s ∈ S and ℎ ∈ H and s ∈ ℎ.
∙ R□ is a `historial neessity' relation over dynami states suh that ⟨s, ℎ⟩R□⟨s

′, ℎ′⟩if and only if s = s′

∙ RX is a `next state' relation suh that if ⟨s, ℎ⟩RX⟨s′, ℎ′⟩ then ℎ = ℎ′, and
RX is serial and deterministi

∙ The RA are `e�etivity' relations over dynami states ⟨s, ℎ⟩ suh that:� R∅ = R□ ∘RX(empty-group e�etivity is system unavoidability / settledness)� RAgs = RX ∘R□(Ags e�etivity is next system state unavoidability / settledness)� if ⟨s, ℎ⟩R∅⟨s
′, ℎ′⟩ then ∃s′′, ℎ′′ suh that ⟨s, ℎ⟩R□⟨s

′′, ℎ′′⟩,and if ⟨s′′, ℎ′′⟩RAgs⟨s′′′, ℎ′′′⟩ then ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩R□⟨s
′′′, ℎ′′′⟩(Ags hoie maximality)9� RA ⊆ RB for B ⊂ A(super-groups are at least as e�etive; in partiular, e�etivity for theempty `group' and possibility for the omplete group are inherited byall groups)� For A ∩B = ∅, if ⟨s, ℎ⟩R□⟨s

′, ℎ′⟩ and ⟨s, ℎ⟩R□⟨s
′′, ℎ′′⟩then ∃s′′′, ℎ′′′ suh that ⟨s, ℎ⟩R□⟨s

′′′, ℎ′′′⟩,and if ⟨s′′′, ℎ′′′⟩RA⟨s′′′′, ℎ′′′′⟩ then ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩RA⟨s′′′′, ℎ′′′′⟩,and if ⟨s′′′, ℎ′′′⟩RB⟨s′′′′′, ℎ′′′′′⟩ then ⟨s′′, ℎ′′⟩RB⟨s′′′′′, ℎ′′′′′⟩(independene of group ageny)Fig.1 gives a visualization of an XSTIT-frame-part from the perspetive of asingle agent. We see the set of stati states S pitured as little irles. The set Hof histories are pitured as lines through the stati states. Roughly, the dynamistates an be assoiated with the separate branhing histories inside the irlesrepresenting the stati state. However, atually every little branh inside a irleis possibly a set of dynami states, beause when histories ome together in thepast diretion we simply do not piture them separately anymore. Furthermore,sine the next time relation is serial, meaning there are always next states (in�g. 1 pitured using dotted lines), there are likely to be many more hoiesahead when viewing the system from the standpoint of one of the states. Eah8In the meta-language we use these symbols both as onstant names and as variable names.The same holds for the symbols ℎ, ℎ′, . . . used to refer to histories.9To keep the onditions as readable as possible we taitly assume universal quanti�ationof unbounded meta-variables over states and histories.7



hoie point gives extra histories. And this is the reason why the four lines in�g.1 are alled `Hb', for `history bundle'. Note that it is not exluded that thereare in�nitely many hoie points when following histories into the future. Thismeans the number of histories running through a stati state an be in�nite.This, in turn, means that the number of dynami states assoiated with a statistate an be in�nite. Then, for suh a state, the historial neessity equivalenerelation ranges over an in�nite number of histories. The hoies for the agent,as given by the relation Ra are visualized as ellipses in �g.1. To be preise,from any dynami state built from stati state s1 and any of the histories in thebundles Hb2, Hb3 and Hb4, through Ra we reah all the dynami states builtfrom stati state s2 and the bundles Hb3 and Hb4, plus the dynami states builtfrom stati state s3 and bundle Hb2. And for this agent, from s1, the hoie(ation) s1-hoie 2 is e�etive for ', if ' is true in all these dynami states.We see that the agent does not have muh hoie in this (partial) exampleframe. Only in state s1 the agent has two alternatives (s1-hoie 1 and s1-hoie 2); in all other states only one. Also in state s2 the agent has only onealternative: whih state will result (s7 or s8) is deided upon by another agentwhose possible hoies are not pitured in this �gure.
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Fig 1. Visualization of a partial XSTIT frame, from the perspetive of one agentTo explain the properties onerning the interation of the e�etivity rela-tions for di�erent agents, the visualization of �g. 1 does not su�e. Therefore,in �g. 2, we also visualize a two agent XSTIT frame-part. This piture is lesssuited to explain the detailed struture of histories and dynami states (whihis why we also give �g. 1), but is better suited for explaining the multi-agenthoie struture. The ellipses of �g. 1 are now replaed by retangles. Foreah state, the hoie struture for reahing a next state is visualized as a twoplayer game form. Before explaining the de�ned frame onditions in terms ofthis example frame, we want to emphasize that in this visualization, historialneessity relative to a dynami state only ranges over all histories through the8



small square determined by that dynami state. I emphasize this, beause inthe visualizations of stit models in the philosophial literature, that also usesquares, historial neessity ranges over all histories within the outer retan-gle. The di�erene is due to the fat that here a game form represents possiblenext states, while in the philosophial stit model visualizations, the retanglesrepresent a partition of the urrent state.
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Fig 2. Visualization of a partial two agent XSTIT frameIn terms of the visualization of �g. 2 the ondition R∅ = R□ ∘RX says thatin eah dynami state (but also eah stati state) the empty group of agentshas exatly one hoie, pitured as the big outer retangle of the game formfor the possible next states. More in partiular, the inlusion R□ ∘ RX ⊆ R∅says that the empty group of agents has only one hoie and has no power; it isnot e�etive to deide between any pair of histories whatsoever. The inlusion
R∅ ⊆ R□ ∘ RX says in addition that only the outomes allowed by the emptygroup of agents are possible as suh.The ondition RAgs = RX ∘R□ says that in eah dynami state the ompletegroup of agents has exatly one hoie, pitured in �g. 2 as the small squareof the game form for the possible next states ontaining the atual history.The inlusion RX ∘ R□ ⊆ RAgs expresses that no agent or group an make ahoie between histories that through the next state still run together. That is,even the ombined hoie power of all agents ombined (Ags) annot separatethe histories through the next state. So, what is ahieved by Ags, is settledfor the next state. This orresponds to what in the philosophial literature isalled the priniple of `no hoie between undivided histories'. However, in thelanguages of these logis we annot express an axiom that orresponds to thepriniple. Here we get the priniple as one of the entral axioms. The inlusion
RAgs ⊆ RX ∘R□ says that if something is settled for the next state, than that isdue to the urrent hoies of the omplete group of agents. Note that the nextdynami state is not determined by the hoies of Ags. But we might say that9



the next stati state is. This is the XSTIT equivalent of the semanti hoiein formalisms like ATL [1, 2℄ and CL [29℄ that de�nes that the omplete set ofagents uniquely determines the next (stati) state.Now we have ome the property saying that if ⟨s, ℎ⟩R∅⟨s
′, ℎ′⟩ then ∃s′′, ℎ′′suh that ⟨s, ℎ⟩R□⟨s

′′, ℎ′′⟩, and if ⟨s′′, ℎ′′⟩RAgs⟨s
′′′, ℎ′′′⟩ then ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩R□⟨s

′′′, ℎ′′′⟩.This says that if the empty group of agents allows for the possibility that some-thing will be settled next, than atually the omplete group of agents an ensurethat something. This is a dynami version of what in CL and ATL is alled the
Ags-maximality property. Note however that in the present logi, the hoies of
Ags are note singleton states, like in CL and ATL. Therefore, we will not refer tothe property as Ags-maximality, but as Ags-hoie maximality, alluding to thefat that hoies are not in general singleton sets. There are more di�erenesbetween both formalizations of the idea of maximality. We ome bak to thisbrie�y when we disuss whether or not CL an be seen as a fragment of XSTIT.The ondition RA ⊆ RB for B ⊂ A is known as oalition monotoniity. Interms of the visualization of �g. 2 it says that the smaller squares (hoies ofthe two agents ombined) are ontained in the larger retangles that determinethe hoies of the agents individually.The independene of ageny ondition an also be explained in terms of thevisualization of the two agent model in �g 2. First we restate the �rst-orderondition in words. Assume we are in a stati system state s. Now given twohistories ℎ and ℎ′ through that state, we an always �nd a third history ℎ′′suh that if group A has an ation possibly reahing s′ over ℎ′′, then the groupalso an reah s′ over ℎ, and if group B has an ation possibly reahing s′′over ℎ′′′, then the group also an reah s′′ over ℎ′. This means, in terms ofthe visualization of the two agent frame in �g. 2 that for any two historiespassing through separate smaller boxes within a game form, there is always ahistory through the unique small box that is part of the hoie of both agents.This expresses independene of ageny, beause it says that the intersetion ofhoies of di�erent agents is never empty. If the intersetion would be allowedto be empty (little squares falling out of the little game forms in the piture), ahoie of one agent would possibly make a hoie of another agent impossible.The independene of ageny property is not undisputed. Although Belnap [9℄says that "If there are agents whose simultaneous hoies are not independent,[...℄ then we shall need to treat in the theory of ageny a phenomenon justas exoti as those disovered in the land of quantum mehanis by Einstein,Podolski and Rosen.", Chellas [18℄ says that "the orretness of the somethinghappens ondition (Chellas' term for independene of ageny) must be doubted".De�nition 2.3 A frame ℱ = ⟨S,H,R□, {RA ∣ A ⊆ Ags}, RX⟩ is extended toa model ℳ = ⟨S,H,R□, {RA ∣ A ⊆ Ags}, RX , �⟩ by adding a valuation � ofatomi propositions:

∙ � is a valuation funtion � : P −→ 2S×H assigning to eah atomi propo-sition the set of dynami states in whih they are true.10



The truth onditions for the semantis of the operators are standard. Thenon-standard aspet is the two-dimensionality of the semantis, meaning thatwe evaluate truth with respet to dynami states built from a dimension ofhistories and a dimension of stati states.De�nition 2.4 Truth ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= ', of a formula ' in a dynami state ⟨s, ℎ⟩of a model ℳ = ⟨S,H,R□, {RA ∣ A ⊆ Ags}, RX , �⟩ is de�ned as:
ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= p ⇔ ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∈ �(p)
ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= ¬' ⇔ not ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= '

ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= ' ∧  ⇔ ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= ' and ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣=  

ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= □' ⇔ ⟨s, ℎ⟩R□⟨s
′, ℎ′⟩ implies that ℳ, ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩ ∣= '

ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= [A xstit]' ⇔ ⟨s, ℎ⟩RA⟨s
′, ℎ′⟩ implies that ℳ, ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩ ∣= '

ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= X' ⇔ ⟨s, ℎ⟩RX⟨s′, ℎ′⟩ implies that ℳ, ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩ ∣= 'Satis�ability, validity on a frame and general validity are de�ned as usual.De�nition 2.3 says that, like in standard stit-semantis, dynami states forthe same state an have di�erent valuations of atomi propositions. In standardstit-formalisms this is atually needed to give semantis to the instantaneouse�ets of ations. But here, as said, the e�ets are not instantaneous. Therefore,in the present logi, the fat that di�erent histories through the same state anhave di�erent valuations of non-temporal propositions, does not arry muhmeaning. The reason that alternative histories through the present state arethere in the �rst plae is that eah future branh point most have `witnesses' inthe form of at least two histories separating. All these histories lead bak to thepresent stati state to form di�erent dynami states in ombination with it. Andthus, temporal formulas evaluated on these dynami states might evaluate todi�erent truth values (note that we an nest the X operator any �nite numberof times). That is the reason for having these alternative histories. Now onemight have the opinion that modality-free formulas should evaluate to the sametruth value for all dynami states based on a stati state. That would induethe property '→ □' for ' any `stit-operator-free' formula10 (in [15℄ we gave asystem involving suh an axiom11). However, this would ompliate establishinga ompleteness result, and does not strengthen the logi in any essential orinteresting way. We think that for the present logi in partiular, there is noneed to impose suh a ondition. Sine ations only take e�et in next states,alternative valuations for atomi propositions on other histories through thesame state are just not relevant for the semantis of our stit logi.Now we go on to the axiomatization of the logi. Atually, axiomatizationis fairly easy. The approah we have taken for onstruting this logi is to build10In the urrent set-up of the logi, the only modality-based substitution for ' for whihthis shema is valid is the one resulting in ⟨∅ xstit⟩' → □⟨∅ xstit⟩'. Completeness says we anderive this in the Hilbert system of de�nition 2.5, whih is easy to verify.11In instantaneous stit there is a similar onern with the alternative histories through thepresent instantaneous hoie. Belnap mentions the problem in [9℄, pp 31, footnote 4, but doesnot express any preferene regarding introdution of suh a property.11



up the semanti onditions on frames and the orresponding axiom shemessimultaneously, while staying within the Sahlqvist lass. This ensures that thesemantis annot give rise to more logial priniples than an be proven fromthe axiomatization.De�nition 2.5 The following axiom shemas, in ombination with a standardaxiomatization for propositional logi, and the standard rules (like neessitation)for the normal modal operators, de�ne a Hilbert system for XSTIT:S5 for □KD for eah [A xstit](Det) ¬X¬'→ X'(∅ = Sett) [∅ xstit]'↔ □X'(Ags = XSett) [Ags xstit]'↔ X□'(Ags-Ch-Max) ⟨∅ xstit⟩□'→ ♢[Ags xstit]'(C-Mon) [A xstit]'→ [A ∪B xstit]'(Indep-G) ♢[A xstit]' ∧ ♢[B xstit] → ♢([A xstit]' ∧ [B xstit] ) for
A ∩B = ∅Theorem 2.1 The Hilbert system of de�nition 2.5 is omplete with respet tothe semantis of de�nition 2.4.Sketh of a proof All axioms are in the Sahlqvist lass. This means thatall the axioms are expressible as �rst-order onditions on frames and that to-gether they are omplete with respet to the frame lasses thus de�ned, f.[10, Th.2.42℄. Now it is easy to �nd the �rst-order onditions orresponding tothe axioms. All orrespondenes are straightforward (mostly inlusions of rela-tions and onatenations of relations), exept maybe the one for independeneof ageny (Indep-G). But for that axiom we an �nd the orresponding frameondition using the on-line SQEMA system [19℄.So, now we know that all axioms orrespond to �rst-order onditions onabstrat frames. In partiular we know that every formula onsistent in theHilbert system has a model based on an abstrat frame. Left to show is that wean assoiate suh an abstrat model to a onrete model based on an XSTITframe as given in de�nition 2.2. We sketh how to do that. We assoiate eahworld of the abstrat model to a dynami world of an XSTIT model: valuationsof atoms are diretly opied. Then we assoiate the relation interpreting the

X modality in the abstrat model to a relation RX in the XSTIT model: anymaximal RX -onneted set of abstrat model worlds we de�ne to be a historyin the XSTIT model. Now we have to onstrut the stati states for the XSTITmodel. We do that by looking at the relation interpreting the modality [∅ xstit]in the abstrat model. For a given world, we look at all the worlds reahablethrough R∅. For the worlds thus obtained, we look at all histories through them(beause of determinism and seriality, for eah world in the abstrat model thereis a unique history). On all these histories, we go one step bak over the RX -relation (if possible). Eah world in the set thus obtained, orresponds to adynami state in the XSTIT model, and all together, we take these dynami12



states to form a stati state. We now have transformed the abstrat modelinto a model in terms of histories, states and dynami states. Note that theonstrution is nothing more than a renaming of the one dimensional worldstruture of an abstrat model into the speial two dimensional dynami statestruture of an XSTIT model. This means that if the abstrat model exists, theorresponding XSTIT model exists. Also, all relational interation propertiesstay intat (inluding independene of ageny). So, the formula true on theabstrat model must also be true on the XSTIT model.The independene of ageny axiom also features in Ming Xu's axiomatiza-tion for multi-agent stit-logis (see the artile in [9℄). The present stit-logi isdi�erent from Xu's in two respets: (1) in the present logi, ations take e�etin next states, and (2) the present logi is about groups of agents, while Xu'sstit only onsiders individual agents. This shows that the issue of independeneof hoies of di�erent agents does not depend on the ondition that e�ets areinstantaneous or our in next states.Pauly's Coalition logi [29℄ is a logi of ability that is very losely related tostit-formalisms. In partiular, in [16℄ it is shown that Coalition Logi an beembedded in instantaneous stit-logi. For the present logi, at this point it is stillunlear whether or not we an embed Coalition Logi. The tempting translationof Coalition Logi's entral modality [A]' as [A]' := ♢[A xstit]' does not work,beause the resulting fragment is not strong enough to validate Coalition Logi's
Ags-maximality axiom. The mentioned translation would translate CoalitionLogi's maximality axiom into ¬♢[∅ xstit]¬' → ♢[Ags xstit]'. We an alsowrite this as □⟨∅ xstit⟩' → ♢[Ags xstit]', where we reognize a variant onthe well-known MKinsey property that is not �rst-order de�nable. That isnot a problem in itself; it is very well possible that non-Sahlqvist axioms arederivable as theorems in a Sahlqvist logi. However, the property is not validin XSTIT12. A ounter example in terms of the visualization of �g. 2 is totake a dynami state built from a history in bundle Hb3 and stati state s4and delare atomi proposition p to be true in it. Now, in the dynami stateone step bak along the same history, that is, in the dynami state built fromthe same history and stati state s1, we have that □⟨∅ xstit⟩p is true, while
♢[Ags xstit]p is false. Note that this does not say that translation of CoalitionLogi is not possible. Atually, XSTIT does inorporate a notion of Ags-hoiemaximality (the `Ags-Ch-Max' axiom). However, the mentioned translationdoes not translate Coalition's Logis version of maximality to it.12In [13℄ we laimed embedding of Coalition Logi for that papers version of XSTIT. Al-though maximality is derivable in that stronger version, we are no longer sure about soundnessof the other diretion of the mapping. As said, that paper's version of XSTIT is not the in-tended one.
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3 The onept of `knowingly doing'In this setion we extend XSTIT with epistemi operators Ka' for knowledgeof individual agents a. This will enable us to express the onept of `knowinglydoing'. Herzig and Troquard were the �rst to onsider the addition of knowledgeoperators to a stit-logi [23℄. Later on the framework was adapted and extendedby Broersen, Herzig and Troquard [15, 17℄. This setion extends earlier work inseveral ways. In partiular, three axioms for the interation of knowledge andation are proposed. Also the semantis, being two-dimensional, is di�erentfrom the one in [15℄. Finally, the modeled onept is `knowingly doing', whereasin e.g. [23℄ the aim is to model `knowing how'. In my opinion these oneptsare di�erent. I think `knowing how' should be about whether an agent has aplan it knows to be e�etive. This to me seems an intrinsially strategi issue,one that annot be approahed in a non-strategi stit-setting. Also, `knowinghow' is an epistemi quali�ation onerning an ability, while `knowingly doing'is an epistemi quali�ation onerning an ation.De�nition 3.1 Given a ountable set of propositions P and p ∈ P , and given a�nite set Ags of agent names, and a ∈ Ags and A ⊆ Ags, we extend the formallanguage to:
' := p ∣ ¬' ∣ ' ∧ ' ∣ Ka' ∣ □' ∣ [A xstit]' ∣ X'We will not �x an epistemi extension of the base XSTIT logi of setion 2.Instead we show how to extend the XSTIT frames with an epistemi indistin-guishability relation, and than suggest several logial properties for the notionof `knowingly doing' that ould be inorporated in an epistemi extension ofthe XSTIT logi13. All the suggested properties are again in the Sahlqvist lass,whih means that in ombination with the de�nition is setion 2 they yield aomplete logi. First we extend the frames with the indistinguishability relationand de�ne the semantis.De�nition 3.2 An epistemi XSTIT frame is a tuple ⟨S,H,R□, {RA ∣ A ⊆

Ags}, RX , {∼a∣ a ∈ Ags}⟩ suh that:
∙ ⟨S,H,R□, {RA ∣ A ⊆ Ags}, RX⟩ is an XSTIT-frame
∙ The ∼a are epistemi equivalene relations over dynami statesDe�nition 3.3 Truth ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= ', of a formula ' in a dynami state ⟨s, ℎ⟩of a model ℳ = ⟨S,H,R□, {RA ∣ A ⊆ Ags}, RX , {∼a∣ a ∈ Ags}, �⟩ is de�nedas: All relevant lauses from de�nition 2.4, plus:
ℳ, ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∣= Ka' ⇔ ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∼a ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩ implies that ℳ, ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩ ∣= 'Satis�ability, validity on a frame and general validity are de�ned as usual.13Of ourse, a danger of this approah to building a logi is that we make it too strong. Inpartiular we always have to make sure the logi is not inonsistent.14



With the above de�nitions we an express that agent a knowingly sees to itthat ' as Ka[a xstit]', where we slightly abuse notation by denoting [{a} xstit]'as [a xstit]'. The semantis is in terms of models with epistemi equivalene sets(information sets) ontaining dynami states. An agent knowingly does some-thing if its ation `holds' for all the dynami states in the epistemi equivaleneset ontaining the atual dynami state.It is important to emphasize that the notion of `knowingly doing' is entirelydi�erent from other notions ombining knowledge and ation or time in theliterature. For instane, if we add epistemi unertainty relations to temporallogi or dynami logis, the hoie is usually to de�ne them over stati states[TBD ite℄. In that ase unertainty, and thus knowledge, annot onern a-tions or hoies themselves, but only state-determinate onditions. Only if welet unertainty range over dynami states, as for the present logi, we an talkabout knowledge of what agents are atually doing.I will brie�y go through the di�erent notions expressible. As said above,`knowingly doing' is modeled by Ka[a xstit]'. Then, `having the ability to dosomething', where we assume that `real' ability involves that the agent knowswhat it is doing when it `exerises' the ability, is expressed as ♢Ka[a xstit]'.With a strategi notion of stit, as in [17℄ or [14℄ the strategi notion of `know-ing how' an be expressed as ♢Ka[a sstit]'. However, we will not onsider thestrategi setting, and thus the `knowing how' setting here. The notion of `know-ing to have the apaity to ause a ertain e�et, without knowing what to doto ause that e�et', is expressed as Ka♢[a xstit]'. An agent seeing to it thatit knows something, or, learns, is expressed by [a xstit]Ka'. Other variationsspeak for them selves.We will now disuss three possible properties for knowingly doing. We willpresent them as axioms in the language of de�nition 3.1 and give the orrespond-ing �rst-order onditions on the frames of de�nition 3.2. The �rst property saysthat what an agent an know about the next state is never more than what itan knowingly do. The axiom is KaX'→ Ka[a xstit]' (this property does nothold if the stit-operator is replaed by a deliberative stit-oparator as de�ned insetion 4).Proposition 3.1 The `ignorane about onurrent hoie' (ICC) property, ax-iomatially expressed as KaX' → Ka[a xstit]', is in the Sahlqvist lass andorresponds to the �rst-order ondition ∼a ∘Ra ⊆∼a∘RX on the frames of de�-nition 3.2.In terms of the frames, the property says that epistemi equivalene setsare losed under hoies14. The property ensures that an agent annot knowthat two histories belonging to the same hoie are di�erent, or, in other words,for any agent the histories within its own hoies are indistinguishable. Thismeans that agents annot know more about next states than what is a�etedby the hoies they have. Formulated di�erently, the property says that agents14An extreme ase is where the information sets are exatly the hoies in eah state. Inthat ase an agent knows all the onsequenes of his ations.15



an only know things about the (immediate) future if they are the result of anation they themselves knowingly perform. Then, an agent unknowingly doeseverything that is (1) true for all the dynami states belonging to the atualhoie it makes in the atual state, but (2) not true for all the dynami statesit onsiders possible. In general the things an agent does unknowingly vastlyoutnumber the things an agent knows it does. For instane, by sending an email,we may enfore many, many things we are not aware of, whih are neverthelessthe result of me sending the email. All these things we do unknowingly byknowingly sending the email.A slightly di�erent way of explaining the property KaX' → Ka[a xstit]'is to say that it is a onsequene of the assumption that agents annot knowwhat ations other agents perform onurrently. The independene property(Indep-G) guarantees that hoies of other agents always re�ne the hoies ofthe agent we onsider. Thus, knowing about hoies of other agents would meanthat the agent would be able to know more about the future state of a�airs thenis guaranteed by his own ation.The seond property we disuss, onerns the idea that the e�ets of anation that is knowingly performed are known in the next state. We an allthis the dynami version of the well-known `perfet reall' or `no forgetting'axiom from the literature on the interation between epistemi and temporalmodalities.Proposition 3.2 The `e�et reolletion' (ER) property, axiomatially expressedas Ka[a xstit]' → XKa', is in the Sahlqvist lass and orresponds to the �rst-order ondition RX∘∼a⊆∼a∘Ra on the frames of de�nition 3.2.Aording to the property, if agents knowingly see to it that a ondition holdsin the next state, in that same next state they will reall that the ondition holds.Like for the previous property, of ourse, I do not want to laim that this is aproperty that is neessarily true for all systems of agents. Yet it is a propertythat we an impose for idealized agents that are not forgetful.Finally, we disuss the interation property giving the relation between a de-dito and de-re interpretation of knowingly doing: ♢Ka[a xstit]'→ Ka♢[a xstit]'.Proposition 3.3 The `uniformity of onformant ation' (Unif-Str) property,axiomatially expressed as ♢Ka[a xstit]' → Ka♢[a xstit]', is in the Sahlqvistlass and on the frames of de�nition 3.2 orresponds to the following �rst-orderondition:if ⟨s, ℎ⟩R□⟨s
′, ℎ′⟩ and ⟨s, ℎ⟩ ∼a ⟨s′′, ℎ′′⟩ then

∃s′′′, ℎ′′′ suh that ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩R□⟨s
′′′, ℎ′′′⟩, andif ⟨s′′′, ℎ′′′⟩Ra⟨s′′′′, ℎ′′′′⟩ then ⟨s′, ℎ′⟩(∼a ∘Ra)⟨s′′′′, ℎ′′′′⟩This property says that if an agent an knowingly see to it that ', thenit knows that among its repertoire of hoies there is one ensuring '. Thisproperty is the stit-version of the onstraint onerning `uniform strategies'game theorists talk about. In game theory, uniform strategies require thatagents have the same hoies in all states within information sets. Sine in game16



theory the hoies are given names, a onstraint is formulated saying that eahstate within the information set should have hoies of the same type (that is,hoies with the same name). In the present stit-setting, we do not have names.But the intuition that the same hoies should be possible in di�erent states ofan information set, still applies. The property ♢Ka[a xstit]' → Ka♢[a xstit]'exatly aptures this intuition. It says that if an agent has the possibility toknowingly see to it that ', then at least one of its hoies in the states it onsiderspossible atually ensures ' (that is, a '-ation is possible in all states of theinformation set). Maybe it is easier to see that the negation of the property, thatis ♢Ka[a xstit]' ∧ K̂a□⟨a xstit⟩¬' (with K̂a the dual of Ka), is ontraditory:it would be absurd if an agent has the possibility to knowingly see to it that 'and at the same time would onsider it an epistemi possibility that it is settledthat whatever it does, it allows for ¬' as a possible outome. Yet anotherway of phrasing the property is to say that `true ability' obeys the property ofuniformity of strategies.4 Modeling the at involved in an atus reusNow, using only the base logi XSTIT, we an start formalizing the oneptsde�ned in the introdution. First we will onsider the notion of `atus reus'.As explained in the introdution, an atus reus must be a voluntary at. Someaspets of the onept `voluntary' are aptured by the stit-notion of `deliberativeation'. A deliberative stit-operator adds an extra ondition to the standardXSTIT-operator, to avoid the property [A xstit]⊤. The idea is that agents shouldnot be able to bring about things that will be true inevitably, but only thingsthat without their intervention might not beome true. We an easily de�ne adeliberative version of the stit-operator.De�nition 4.1 The deliberative stit-operator [A dxstit]' is de�ned by:
[A dxstit]' ≡def [A xstit]' ∧ ¬□X'Proposition 4.1 The operator [A dxstit]', is a minimal (i.e., weak) modaloperator, not obeying weakening [A dxstit]' → [A dxstit](' ∨  ), or agglomer-ation [A dxstit]' ∧ [A dxstit] → [A dxstit](' ∧  ), but obeying seriality (D)

[A dxstit]'→ ⟨A dxstit⟩'.Sketh of a proof The �rst part of the onjuntion is KD and thus satis�esweakening, but the seond part not, beause of the negation. Beause of thenegation, the seond part satis�es strengthening ¬□X' → ¬□X(' ∧  ), butthe �rst part not. The �rst part satis�es agglomeration, but the seond partnot. Both parts satisfy the D-axiom.So, deliberateness, as de�ned in the operator above, seems to apture at leastpart of what it means to at voluntarily: one ould also have ated otherwise,17



and thus one ats voluntarily. For instane, in the introdution, the rashinginto the person breaking the fall of the man thrown o� the building is not avoluntary at of the falling man, beause the man had no hoie but to fall,with the drasti onsequene as a result.However, this is not the only thing we an say about voluntary / deliberateats. Voluntariness seems to involve more than just having had the possibilityto do otherwise. Consider the following example. You arry a very dangerousontagious disease. But you do not know it. You travel by train and hooseto sit next to some person and thereby unknowingly see to it that he is fatallyinfeted. Now has an atus reus been ommitted (assuming spreading fataldiseases is forbidden by law)? The answer must be no. Even though it is truethat you did spread the disease, and even though you ould have done otherwise,what you did will not ount as voluntarily or deliberately spreading the disease,simply beause, to a ertain extent, you did not know what you were doing.So deliberateness or voluntariness entails both the possibility to do otherwiseand having knowledge of what it is one is doing. Even more, an agent shouldhave knowledge about the side-ondition also: if an agent does not know thatit ould have done otherwise, we would not all the ation deliberate. Forthe epistemi position on the side-ondition, we then have two possibilities,motivating two new de�nitions for deliberate ation.De�nition 4.2 The deliberative stit alternatives [a dxstit]′' and [a dxstit]′′'are de�ned by:
[a dxstit]′' ≡def Ka[a xstit]' ∧Ka¬□X'

[a dxstit]′′' ≡def Ka[a xstit]' ∧ ¬Ka□X'The �rst notion says that deliberativeness requires that the agent not onlyknowingly performs the ation, but also that the agent knows that the resultis not settled, and thus that his ation is needed to guarantee the result. Theseond notion has a di�erent side-ondition: the agent only onsiders it possiblethat the result is not settled.Proposition 4.2 The operators [a dxstit]′' and [a dxstit]′′' are minimal (i.e.,weak) modal operators, not obeying weakening, or agglomeration, but obeyingD.Sketh of a proof Considerations similar to those for theorem 4.1 apply.By having suggested some de�nitions for apturing the voluntariness aspetof an atus reus, we have atually already touhed upon the notion of mensrea. This is beause talking about epistemi aspets of ation learly alreadyintrodues `the mind' as a relevant onept in desribing ation. But we havenot modeled any deonti aspets yet, and thus at this point we still annot talkabout the `guilt' aspet of mens rea. Deonti aspets will be the subjet of thenext setion. 18



5 Deonti modalities and modes of mens reaFor the extension of our framework with an operator for `ought-to-do', we adaptthe approah taken by Bartha [7℄ who introdues Anderson style ([3℄) violationonstants in stit-theory. The approah with violation onstants is very wellsuited for theories of ought-to-do, witness the many logis based on addingviolation onstants to dynami logi [26, 11℄. However, we believe that thestit-setting is even more amenable to this approah. Some evidene for thisis found in Bartha's artile ([7℄), that shows that many deonti logi puzzles(paradoxes) are representable in an intuitive way. And for the present paper alear advantage of de�ning obligation as a redution using violation onstants,is that the ompleteness established for the logis in the previous setions ispreserved after addition of the obligation operator. For the violation onstantwe will use the speial proposition V ∈ P .Bartha [7℄ de�nes his redution for `obligation to do' within the lassialinstantaneous stit-setting. Here we adapt that to the present situation whereations only take e�et in next states. The intuition behind the de�nition isstraightforward: an agent is obliged to do something if and only if by not per-forming the obliged ation, it performs a violation. Sine the e�et of the obligedation an only be felt in next states, violations also have to be properties ofnext states. Formally, our de�nition is given by:De�nition 5.1 The operator O[a xstit]' expressing obligation of agent a to seeto it that ', under strit liability, is de�ned by:
O[a xstit]' ≡def □(¬[a xstit]'→ [a xstit]V )Proposition 5.1 The operator O[a xstit]' is KD, that is, it has the same prop-erties as Standard Deonti Logi [31℄.Sketh of a proof Rewrite □(¬[a xstit]' → [a xstit]V ) as □([a xstit]' ∨

[a xstit]V ). Now the part [a xstit]V does not ontain meta-variables (like ')ranging over arbitrary formulas. This means that the part [a xstit]V is onstantas a whole, and does not a�et the logial properties of the de�ned modal op-erator O[a xstit]'. The neessity operator □ is S5, and [a xstit] is KD. Usingstandard normal modal logi orrespondene theory we onlude that the om-bined operator □[a xstit]' is also KD.The □ operator in the de�nition ensures that obligations are `moment de-terminate'. This means that their truth only depends on the state, and not onthe history (see [24℄ for a further explanation of this onept). We think thatthis is orret. But see [30℄ for an opposite opinion.In this setion we will not onsider the `side onditions' as in the previoussetions. But these ould, of ourse, easily be added to model the `ould havedone otherwise' aspet of `deliberateness'. Considering side-onditions wouldresult in yet other ategories. 19



Note that ¬[a xstit]' expresses that a does not see to it that ', whih isthe same as saying that a `allows' a hoie for whih ¬' is a possible outome.The de�nition then says that all suh hoies do guarantee that a violationours. So the agent is liable, beause its ation bore the risk of a bad outome.The above de�ned obligation is thus a `personal' one. If, by `oinidene', 'ours, apparently due the ation of other agents, while the agent bearing theobligation did not make a hoie that ensured that ' would our, a violationis guaranteed. So agents do not esape an obligation by having other agents dothe work for them.We an also make the de�nition a little weaker and say that the agent isonly liable if the agent atually guarantees the bad outome:De�nition 5.2 The operator O′[a xstit]' expressing obligation of agent a tosee to it that ', under strit liability, is de�ned by:
O′[a xstit]' ≡def □([a xstit]¬'→ [a xstit]V )Proposition 5.2 The operator O′[a xstit]' is a monotoni (i.e., weak) modallogi obeying the D axiom.Sketh of a proof We have to hek the properties of the ombination□⟨a xstit⟩'.We reognize a normal simulation of monotoni modal logi. Sine S5 obeys D,the monotoni simulation inherits D.Beause the above two de�nitions do not at all refer to an agent's beliefs orother mental state, they both apture variants of the mens rea mode of `stritliability'. For both de�nitions it is the ase that if there is a violation, the agentis liable whatsoever, independent of whether or not the agent knows what it isdoing. But, in my opinion this also inludes the mens rea mode of `negligently'.As desribed in the introdution, this lass onerns those ases where `a normalperson' would have realized the onsequenes of his ation. So, again, it doesnot matter what that agent knows about what it is doing, it is liable whatsoever.The only di�erene with the `strit liability' lass is that there an be disussionabout what a normal person an foresee, and thus, about whether somethingshould be stritly liable or not.Now we turn our attention to the mens rea lasses 'knowingly' and `rek-lessly'. It is lear that to de�ne these, we an use the onept of `knowinglydoing' as de�ned in the previous setion. We have several options, orrespondingto di�erent modes of mens rea. We disuss the following three modes:De�nition 5.3 The operators OK[a xstit]', OK ′[a xstit]' and OK ′′[a xstit]'expressing obligation of agent a to see to it that ', under respetively the mensrea lasses reklessly, knowingly reklessly and knowingly, are de�ned by:

OK[a xstit]' ≡def □(¬Ka[a xstit]'→ [a xstit]V )

OK ′[a xstit]' ≡def □(Ka¬[a xstit]'→ [a xstit]V )

OK ′′[a xstit]' ≡def □(Ka[a xstit]¬'→ [a xstit]V )20



The �rst operator, that is OK[a xstit]', aptures the mens rea mode of`reklessly'. Here the agent has to knowingly see to it that ' obtains, sineotherwise there will be a violation. In other words, if the agent is rekless, anddoes an ation that it knows does not exlude an unlawful outome, it is liable.The third operator, that is OK ′′[a xstit]', aptures the mens rea mode of`knowingly'. Here there is only a violation if the agent knowingly sees to it thatthe opposite of the lawful outome ' obtains.Finally, the seond operator, that is OK ′[a xstit]' de�nes a mode of mensrea in between `reklessly' and `knowingly'. It says that the agent is liable if itknowingly refrains from obtaining '. So, on the one hand, there is an aspet ofreklessness: if the agent knowingly omits to do something, a violation ours,beause omitting may risk an undesirable onsequene. On the other hand, ifomitting is seen as a form of doing, we an also say that this expresses thatthere is a violation if the agent knowingly `does' the for this level of mens reainexusable omission.Proposition 5.3 The operator OK[a xstit]' is KD, that is, it has the sameproperties as Standard Deonti Logi [31℄. The operators OK ′[a xstit]' and
OK ′′[a xstit]' are monotoni (weak) modal operator obeying the D axiom. Inpartiular, the operators do not obey agglomeration.Sketh of a proof For OK[a xstit]' the proof is similar to the one for theo-rem 5.1. Here the knowledge modality is extra, whih means that we have toinvestigate the logial behavior of the ombination □Ka[a xstit]', that is, a om-bination of S5, S5 and KD. This yields KD. For OK ′[a xstit]' and OK ′′[a xstit]'the proofs are similar to the one for theorem 5.26 Being exused not knowing the lawIn the de�nitions of the previous setion, the fous was on the atus reus itself,and whether or not the atus reus was a knowingly performed at, a rekless at,an omission, et. That, in itself, has nothing to do with whether or not the agentinvolved knows about whether or not the at it is onduting is atually an atusreus. So, what the de�nitions 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 say, is that obligations annot beesaped by not knowing the law; in whatever way the atus reus is onduted(knowingly, reklessly, et.) the obligation de�nes that as an e�et there will bea violation. So, for these de�nitions, the agent annot ome with the exuse thathe did not know that he brought about a violation. The de�nitions say that itdoes not matter whether or not the bringing about of the violation is knowinglyperformed. So, the de�nitions of the previous setion atually inorporate thejuridial priniple of "ignorantia juris non exusat".However, we might want to de�ne that not knowing about the law is atuallyan exuse. In that ase we have to adapt the de�nitions.21



De�nition 6.1 The operators KOK[a xstit]', KOK ′[a xstit]' andKOK ′′[a xstit]'expressing obligation of agent a to see to it that ', under respetively the mensrea lasses reklessly, knowingly reklessly and knowingly, avoiding the prini-ple "ignorantia juris non exusat", are de�ned by:
KOK[a xstit]' ≡def □(¬Ka[a xstit]'→ Ka[a xstit]V )

KOK ′[a xstit]' ≡def □(Ka¬[a xstit]'→ Ka[a xstit]V )

KOK ′′[a xstit]' ≡def □(Ka[a xstit]¬'→ Ka[a xstit]V )These de�nitions require that being obliged to see to something implies oneknowingly brings about a violation in ase of non-ompliane. This means anagent is exused when it does not know it brings about an obligation in ase ofnon-ompliane.Proposition 6.1 The operator KOK[a xstit]' is KD, that is, it has the sameproperties as Standard Deonti Logi [31℄. The operators KOK ′[a xstit]' and
KOK ′′[a xstit]' are monotoni (weak) modal operator obeying the D axiom. Inpartiular, the operators do not obey agglomeration.Sketh of a proof No di�erene with the properties for theorem 5.3 beausethe di�erene is only in the onstant part of the operator de�nitions.Note that the de�nitions of this setion take nothing away from the rationalebehind the de�nitions of the previous setion. If we want to allow not knowingabout the law as an exuse, the de�nitions of the present setion apply, and ifwe do not want that, we should use the de�nitions of the previous setion.Of ourse, looking at the formal struture of the de�nitions of this setionand the previous setion, a fourth de�nition suggests itself: one where it is notneessary to perform the obliged ation knowingly, while at the same time, inase of non-ompliane, the violation is brought about knowingly. But it seemslear right away that this ombination is absurd. We annot knowingly bringabout a violation by unknowingly failing to omply with an obligation.7 Disussion and ConlusionsThis paper presents an epistemi temporal stit-formalism that is omplete withrespet to a two-dimensional Kripke semantis. It introdues the new notionof `knowingly doing' and disusses some of its possible properties. Using thisnotion, new `epistemi' variants of operators for `ought-to-do' are de�ned. Inpartiular, several modes of `mens rea' and harateristis of what ounts as an`atus reus', as de�ned in the juridial literature, an be analyzed and de�nedin the framework. 22



7.1 Impliations and general onlusionsThe �rst onlusion to be drawn from this work is that the logi XSTIT andits possible epistemi extensions an funtion as a sound and omplete basisfor studying and haraterizing the notion of mens rea by haraterizing theassoiated levels of deonti strength as deonti operators. Sine the suggestedepistemi extensions are based on Sahlqvist properties, and the suggested de-onti extensions are based on the introdution of a violation onstant, we havea omplete logi for all the de�ned deonti (and non-deonti) operators.The seond general onlusion to be drawn is that our logi framework isvery useful for disambiguating and preisely de�ning ation lasses from thejuridial literature. This is exempli�ed by the fat that in our de�nitions a new`natural' level of mens rea in between `knowingly' and `reklessly' popped up.Furthermore, it is lear that I showed quite some restraint in de�ning di�erentlasses; many more subtle ombinations are possible, for instane by demanding`ought implies an', `side onditions', et. This suggests that the lassi�ationfrom the juridial literature ould be muh more subtle and �ne-grained than itis, and the present framework ould be of help in de�ning suh a lassi�ation.A third onlusion I want to draw is one about deonti logi in general.Sometimes, in disussions with other logiians, I have to defend deonti logiagainst the laim that there is not a single priniple of deonti logi that isnon-disputed. To a ertain extent that is true. If one aims at designing a `ore'logi of deonti reasoning, one is likely to end up with a very weak system, sinefor every suggested priniple, some deonti logiian will raise his hand and omewith a onrete senario and the laim that this is a ounter-example. However,my laim would be that suh ounter-examples often introdue ontext thatinterferes with the pure deonti reasoning. For instane, the present paper makeslear that the onept of ation itself and the onept of knowledge may interatwith the onept of obligation in many di�erent subtle ways, giving rise to awhole plethora of de�nitions for ought-to-do. And then, ation and knowledgeare not even the only onepts interfering; there is also time, intention, et.Then, what the present paper is also a lear example of is the phenomenon thatif we want to aount for all the modalities that interfere with the pure deontimodalities, and de�ne deonti modalities aknowledging the interations, we getweaker logis. And this mimis losely the omplaint of logiians that there isnot a single priniple that is not disputed. My impression is thus, that the lakof logial properties is not inherent to deonti logi. It is only that deontimodalities often appear to be rather weak beause they are ontaminated withother, non-deonti modalities. And one of the tasks of deonti logiians, asI see it, is to expose the ontamination, and bring all interfering modalitiesto the foreground. In partiular, we an view the present work as part of agreater projet in searh for the `building bloks' of deonti modalities. And,the building bloks investigated in this paper are `ation' and `knowledge'.
23



7.2 Related workIn [28℄ a logi is presented whose semantis shares several features with ours.In partiular, the logi has epistemi indistinguishability relations ranging overdynami states. However, ations are omitted. In [27℄ ations are added to thisframework by using ation names in the models and the objet language. So, theauthors take a, what we might all `dynami logi view' on ation. The workfousses on so alled `knowledge based obligations'. The entral idea is thatwhen agents get to know more, there are less histories they onsider possible,whih in turn may indue that the subset of deontially optimal histories, maygive rise to new obligations. So the phenomenon being studied is that newknowledge may indue new obligations.In our setting the phenomenon of getting more obligations by an inreasein knowledge an our in di�erent ways. One way is simply by beomingaware of an obligation, that is, getting to know that one knowingly performs aviolation by not performing some obliged ation. Another route to enabling thatobligations arise as the result of new knowledge, is by adopting the `ought impliesan' priniple for the stronger variants of our obligation operator. If agents getto know how to do something knowingly, they might inur an obligation thatpreviously did not apply due to `ought implies an'. This demonstrates thatthere seems to be more sides to the problem of `knowledge based obligation'.Another well-known interation between epistemi and deonti modalitiesis Åqvist's puzzle of `the knower' [4℄. If knowledge is modeled using S5 andobligation using KD (SDL [31℄), from OK' we derive O', whih is learlyundesirable in an ought-to-be reading. However, this problem does not arise inthe present logi, beause obligation is stritly limited to apply to ations. Inpartiular, if in Åqvist's example, for ' we substitute a stit-ation [� xstit]',then we an read the derivation as `the obligation to knowingly see to somethingimplies the obligation to see to that same something'. In the present framework,that is not an undesirably property, but a desirable property obeyed by ourde�nitions, beause it is valid that OK[a xstit]'→ O[a xstit]'.7.3 Future researhThe framework we presented asks for extension in several ways. Note �rst thatwhile the operators for ageny are group operators, the operators for knowl-edge and obligation only refer to single agents. Atually, there are many openquestions about how to generalize these operators to group operators. As iswell-known, there are several notions of group-knowledge, suh as `shared knowl-edge', `ommon knowledge' and `distributed knowledge'. Whih ones ombinewith whih interation properties for knowledge and group-ation is yet unlear.Likewise we an onsider generalizing the obligation operator to a group oper-ator. Given the de�nitions of setion 5 this atually hinges on providing groupoperators for the knowledge modalities.Another issue onerns the violation onstants. Aording to the presentde�nitions, they are not relativized to agents or sets of agents. This orresponds24
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